U.N. and Palestine

U.S., Russ Compromise on Partition May Be Made During the Week End

The white-on-white title on page 9 reads: "U.S., Russ Compromise on Partition May Be Made During the Week End." Below the title, there is a map of India and the surrounding region. The caption below the map reads: "Indian troops are flown to repel Kashmir invaders."

Striking Chinese Students Freed After Protest

The text reads: "Striking Chinese Students Freed After Protest," followed by a paragraph that is not fully legible due to the quality of the image.

Moslem Invaders Fleeing in Kashmir, India Reports

The text reads: "Moslem Invaders Fleeing in Kashmir, India Reports," followed by a paragraph that is not fully legible due to the quality of the image.

Moslem Asks U.N. Help in Kashmir

The text reads: "Moslem Asks U.N. Help in Kashmir," followed by a paragraph that is not fully legible due to the quality of the image.

Japanese Peace

The text reads: "Japanese Peace," followed by a paragraph that is not fully legible due to the quality of the image.

SHREVE

The text reads: "SHREVE," followed by an advertisement for watches. The information is not fully legible due to the quality of the image.